
Basic Programming

Hans-Martin von Gaudecker

Plan for this lecture
• Why are there no simple programming recipes?
• Getting started with Python & Atom/Hydrogen
• First and main abstraction: Variables
• Code style and annotation, docstrings
• More abstractions

– Lists and dictionaries
– Loops
– Conditionals
– Functions
– Modules and namespaces

Programming is ...
• ... what you do when you can’t find an off-the-shelf tool to do what you

want
– New estimator? Tailored solution algorithm for model?
– Specifying your project’s workflow

• Even if it exists, the cost of finding it may be too high
– Can’t google by semantics
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Why is programming hard to teach and learn?
• Trying to convey three things at once:

1. Here’s something interesting that you might want to do
2. Here’s the syntax of whatever language we’re using
3. Here are some key ideas about programs and programming that will

help you do things.

Why is programming hard to teach and learn?
1. is what engages your interest
2. is what you’ll grapple with

• But you will need to master it in order to do 1
3. is what’s most useful in the long term

• But it’s hard or impossible to learn the general without first learning
some specifics

• Later you’ll have deadlines: Getting that graph plotted immediately
is more important than the big picture
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Before we dive in
What is a program?

Answers:

Cynical Anything that might contain bugs
Classic Instructions for a computer
We add ... that a human being can understand

Turning the things we write (math, human language) into instructions a com-
puter executes takes a lot of work

Before we dive in
• Relevant measure for ”a lot” is time to solution, which equals:

time to write correct code + time for that code to execute

• The latter halves every 18 months (Moore’s Law)

• The former depends on human factors that change on a scale of years
(languages) or generations (psychology)

• Both depend on the programming language chosen

• Scaling is not straightforward: http://www.johndcook.com/blog/2008/09
/19/writes-large-correct-programs/
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The inevitable
Open a shell and type ”python” to open an interactive Shell.

$ python
Python 3.7.3 | packaged by conda-forge | (default, Jul 1 2019, 21:52:21)
[GCC 7.3.0] :: Anaconda, Inc. on linux
Type "help", "copyright", "credits" or "license" for more information.

>>> print("Hello, world")

Hello, world

Python source files
• A file with code in it is called ”script” or ”module” in Python
• Save it in a UTF-8 encoded text file with a .py extension
• To run it, there are many options. We will consider two in this course:

– type ”python file_name.py” in a shell;
– open it in Atom with Hydrogen package and press Ctrl + Shift +

Alt + Enter

Installing the Hydrogen Package
• Make sure you are connected to the Internet
• Open Atom.
• Press Shift + Ctrl + P to open the command palette
• Start typing Settings View: Install Packages And Themes and select

it from the menu once it appears among the first hits
• Click on + Install in the menu on the left
• Start typing Hydrogen in the ”Search Packages” field and install it.
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My first Python module
Save a module called hello_world.py in the sandbox

My first Python module
You might see this after pressing Ctrl + Shift + Alt + Enter
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Installing Kernels
Or, maybe more likely, this:

Installing Kernels
• If and only if you saw the red flags on the previous slide...

• ... open a shell and make sure that you get Anaconda Python when you
type ”python”, then type ”exit()”

• ... follow the instructions from the red flags, i.e. (no guarantees this is the
same on Windows):

$ python -m pip install ipykernel
$ python -m ipykernel install --user

• If that worked without an error, re-start Atom
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Programs store data and do calculations
• Use variables to store data
• Write instructions that use those variables to describe calculations

A first problem
• Calculate the earnings given cognitive and non-cognitive skills:

earnings = 𝑓(cogn, noncogn, technology)

• General formula for a Cobb-Douglas formulation:

earnings = 𝑎 ⋅ cogn𝛾cogn ⋅ noncogn𝛾noncogn

• Technology parameters:

– 𝑎 = 7.5
– 𝛾cogn = 2
– 𝛾noncogn = 3

• Cognitive skills measured by a demeaned IQ-score

– iq demeaned = −5
• Non-cognitive skills measured by the average of locus of control and grit:

– locus of control = 3
– grit = 7

• Mathematical formulation without variables:

𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = 7.5 ∗ (−5)2 ∗ ((3 + 7)/2)3

• Some Python code that will do the calculation we just described:

a = 7.5
gamma_cogn = 2
gamma_noncogn = 3

earnings = (
a
* (-5) ** gamma_cogn
* ((3 + 7) / 2) ** gamma_noncogn

)

print("Annual earnings in Euros:", earnings)
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Some observations
• Created a, gamma_cogn, etc. by assignment

• Must create a variable before using it

• A command ends where a line ends

• Two ways to break commands into multiple lines:

(code
in parentheses)

backslash \
character

– Use whatever is easier to read in the particular context
– Limit lines to a maximum of 88 characters this way

Some observations
• print() displays values:

– Put text (character strings) in quotes
– print() puts a space between values, and ends the line

• Use either single or double quotes to delimit strings
– Strings must start and end with the same kind of quote
– Tripling any of the two allows for multiple-line strings:

>>> print("""Hello,
... world."""
... )

Hello,
world
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An interpreted, dynamically typed language
• Interpreted: Each command is interpreted on the fly by Python, no need

to compile things into executables before running them.

• Dynamically typed:

a = "some string"
a = 2

A first traceback
• Operations are only valid for some types

# "two" is a string
x = "two"
# 2 is an integer
y = 2
# Multiplying a string concatenates it repeatedly
print(x * y)
# But you can't add an integer and a string
print(x + y)

• Output:

twotwo

Traceback (most recent call last):
File "add_str_int.py", line 8, in <module>
print(x + y)

TypeError: can only concatenate str (not "int") to str
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A first generalisation
• So far, we did little more than we could have using a calculator
• Let’s write the code in a more general way
• A useful starting point can be to write down the steps in human language

first

A first generalisation
"""Compute the output of a Cobb-Douglas earnings function.

"""

# Define the parameters of the technology.

# Define the values of the inputs.

# Compute the earnings.

# Display the results.

Docstrings and comments
• Two ways to document our code (i.e., explain in human-friendly language

what it does)
• A docstring is a string literal that occurs as the first statement in a module,

...
– http://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0257
– Accept as is for now, treat like a comment
– Describe what the module is doing

• A comment is anything from ”#” to the end of the line
– https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0008/#comments
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Keep PEP 8 under your pillow
• Code is read much more often than it is written
• Important to stick to conventions — try reading some 1920s economics

textbook...
• But also remember its first section...

A Foolish Consistency is the Hobgoblin of Little
Minds
A style guide is about consistency. Consistency with this style guide is important.
Consistency within a project is more important. Consistency within one module
or function is most important

But most importantly: know when to be inconsistent — sometimes the style
guide just doesn’t apply. When in doubt, use your best judgment. Look at
other examples and decide what looks best. And don’t hesitate to ask!

Style guide for comments
• Put them before the code you describe

• Use full English sentences, including correct punctuation and capitalisa-
tion

• Unless comment is really short (capitalisation still applies)

• Do not change case of identifiers (e.g. variable names)

• Use inline comments sparingly, do not state the obvious

x = x + 1 # Increment x

• Comments that contradict the code are worse than no com-
ments. Always make a priority of keeping the comments up-
to-date when the code changes!
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Style guide for docstrings
• Use three double quotes, even if it is a single line
• If it spans multiple lines, terminate it by an empty line before the closing

quotes
• The docstring prescribes the module’s effect as a command (”Do this”,

”Return that”), not as a description; e.g. don’t write ”Calculates the
value of earnings ....”

• Use docstrings to describe ”the big picture”
• Use comments to describe implementation details which are not immedi-

ately clear

Style guide: Naming Conventions
Descriptive: Naming Styles

Example Description (if relevant)
b Single lowercase letter
B Single uppercase letter
lowercase
lower_case_with_underscores
UPPERCASE
UPPER_CASE_WITH_UNDERSCORES
CapitalizedWords Or CapWords, or CamelCase (so named

because of the bumpy look of its letters).
This is also sometimes known as
StudlyCaps. Note: When using
abbreviations in CapWords, capitalize all
the letters of the abbreviation. Thus
CRRAParameter is better than
CrraParameter

mixedCase Differs from CapitalizedWords by initial
lowercase character

Cap_Words_With_UnderscoresUgly!
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Style guide: Naming Conventions
Prescriptive: Variables and constants

• [Variable] names should be lowercase, with words separated by underscores
as necessary to improve readability

• Constants are usually declared on a module level and written in all
capital letters with underscores separating words. Examples include
MAX_ITERATIONS and TOTAL

• Use constants to avoid ”magic numbers” (hard-coded)
• DRY Don’t repeat yourself

Style guide: Naming Conventions
Prescriptive: Variable names

• Variable names should be long enough to be self-explicatory
– gamma_cogn and a are okay here, but not if you want to use them in

a larger context
• Rule of thumb: Keep the length of variable names inversely proportional

to the scope where they are used
– Need a counter for elements in a container, relevant in 5 adjacent

lines: i is great
– Cobb-Douglas productivity parameter for cognitive skills used at var-

ious places in a 2000-line project: productivity_cd_cogn_skills
tells you exactly what the variable contains
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My first real module
"""Compute the output of a Cobb-Douglas earnings function.

"""

# Define the parameters of the technology.
a = 7.5
gamma_cogn = 2
gamma_noncogn = 3

# Define the values of the inputs.
iq_demeaned = -5
locus_of_control = 3
grit = 7

# Compute the earnings.
earnings = (

a
* iq_demeaned ** gamma_cogn
* ((locus_of_control + grit) / 2) ** gamma_noncogn

)

# Display the results.
print("Annual earnings in Euros:", earnings)

Watch your domains
• Setting 𝛾cogn = 2.5 leads to:

Annual earnings in Euros: (1.6045274363209066e-11+52407.843222651325j)

• Always make sure your math is correct first, you will save many hours of
grief

• Here the feedback-loop is short ...

• Solution: Use ”raw” IQ score
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Repeating operations
• Say we want to see what a c.p. change in the IQ score does
• Computers are useful because they can do lots of calculations on lots of

data
• We need a concise way to represent multiple values and multiple steps

– Writing out 1M additions would take longer than doing them
• Use loop to perform multiple operations

– Like ∑ in mathematics
– But we have to break it down into sequential steps

General syntax of for-loops
for running_variable in iterable:

[do_something]

[do_something_else]

# The next iteration step starts
# where the indentation ends.

[first_statement_after_the_loop]

Whitespace matters
• Use four spaces

– The most widespread convention, no reason to break it
– Although it only has to be consistent within each block
– No tabs! (convention, again — but editor display problems)

• Does not matter in continued lines

• Atom handles most cases automatically

• Why not begin ... end or { ... } ?

Readability!

Studies have shown that indentation is what people pay attention to
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Lists
• Need a way to store multiple values in one object
• Out-of-the-box availability of containers is one reason for fast development

speed of high-level languages
• The workhorse is the list. Definition: Mutable sequence of objects.

– mutable: Can change it after creation
– sequence: An ordered collection
– of objects: Items can consist of anything

• Define by comma-separating elements in square brackets

Code with for-loop and list
# Define the values of the inputs.
iq_raw_scores = [95, 105]
locus_of_control = 3
grit = 7

for iq_raw in iq_raw_scores:

# Compute the earnings.
earnings = (

a
* iq_raw ** gamma_cogn
* ((locus_of_control + grit) / 2) ** gamma_noncogn

)

# Display the results.
print(

"Annual earnings in Euros, IQ =",
iq_raw,
":",
earnings,

)
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A better solution
• Original goal of separating calculations and output gone — both now in

for-loop
• Earnings are only stored for the last value
• Solve with a list for earnings, which we append to in each round

Code storing earnings by IQ
# Compute the earnings.
earnings = []
for iq_raw in iq_raw_scores:

earnings.append(
a
* iq_raw ** gamma_cogn
* ((locus_of_control + grit) / 2) ** gamma_noncogn

)

# Display the results.
for i, iq_raw in enumerate(iq_raw_scores):

print(
"Annual earnings in Euros, IQ =",
iq_raw,
":",
earnings[i],

)
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Dictionaries
• What if we wanted to do the same thing for non-cognitive skills?

• Could do a list of lists, but that would become very hard to track

• Enter dictionaries:

{
"locus of control": 3,
"grit": 7

}

• Terminology: ”locus of control” and ”grit” are keys, ”3” and ”7” values.
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Code calculating earnings for various levels of
non-cognitive skills
# Define the values of the inputs.
iq_raw_scores = [95, 105]
noncogn_raw_data = [

{"locus of control": 3, "grit": 7},
{"locus of control": 2, "grit": 5},

]

earnings = []
for iq_raw in iq_raw_scores:

for loc_grit in noncogn_raw_data:

# Average across different measures of skills.
noncogn = 0.5 * (

loc_grit["locus of control"]
+ loc_grit["grit"]

)

# Compute the earnings.
earnings.append(

a
* iq_raw ** gamma_cogn
* noncogn ** gamma_noncogn

)

# Display the results.
print(

"Annual earnings in Euros, IQ =",
iq_raw,
"noncogn =",
noncogn,
":",
earnings[-1],

)
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Enter the real world I
• Say we actually have data on cognitive and non-cognitive skills
• Double for-loop makes little sense — one observation per individual
• Use list of nested dictionaries to store data (will see much better alterna-

tives later)
• Makes separation of calculations / output presentation easy again.

Code with more sensible data structure
# Define the parameters of the technology.
a = 0.5
gamma_cogn = 1.3
gamma_noncogn = 3

# Set up the data.
data = [

{"cogn": {"iq_raw": 95}, "noncogn": {"locus of control": 3, "grit": 7}},
{"cogn": {"iq_raw": 105}, "noncogn": {"locus of control": 2, "grit": 5}},
{"cogn": {"iq_raw": 100}, "noncogn": {"locus of control": 7, "grit": 1}},

]

earnings = []
for obs in data:

# Calculate cognitive skill measure.
cogn = obs["cogn"]["iq_raw"]

# Calculate non-cognitive skill measure.
noncogn = 0.5 * (

obs["noncogn"]["locus of control"]
+ obs["noncogn"]["grit"]

)

# Compute the earnings.
earnings.append(

a
* cogn ** gamma_cogn
* noncogn ** gamma_noncogn

)

# Display the results.
for i, obs in enumerate(data):

print("Annual earnings in Euros, inputs =", obs, ":", earnings[i])
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Enter the real world II
• Different sets of non-cognitive skills for different people

– Say, for some people have social skills as well
– Do not worry about scaling

• Distinguish those cases with conditional statement

Math interlude: Propositional Logic
• Proposition p: The sun is shining
• Proposition q: It is raining

Math interlude: Propositional Logic
• 𝑝 ∧ 𝑞 , conjunction

– The sun is shining, and it is raining
• 𝑝 ∨ 𝑞 , disjunction

– The sun is shining, or it is raining
• ∼ 𝑝 , negation

– The sun is not shining

Math interlude: Propositional Logic
• 𝑝 ⊃ 𝑞 , material implications

– If the sun is shining, then it is raining
• 𝑝 ≡ 𝑞 , equivalence

– The sun is shining if and only if it is raining
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Math interlude: Truth Table

p q
𝑝 ∧ 𝑞 𝑝 ∨ 𝑞 ∼ 𝑝 𝑝 ⊃ 𝑞 𝑝 ≡ 𝑞

T T T T F T T

T F F T F F F

F T F T T T F

F F F F T T T

Conditionals
• General syntax:

if x == 0:
print("x is zero")

elif x > 0:
print("x is greater than zero")

else:
print("x is less than zero")

• Use double equals sign for equality testing

• Else you will get a SyntaxError — the single equals sign is only the
assignment operator

Conditionals
• The expression between if / elif and the colon is evaluated in a short-

circuit fashion
• Could also be an object, which is automatically truth-tested — if 0:

evaluates to False
• Read http://docs.python.org/3/library/stdtypes.html up to section 4.4.0

inclusive for operators and numeric types
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Code with 2 or 3 measures of NC skills
# Define the parameters of the technology.
a = 0.5
gamma_cogn = 1.3
gamma_noncogn = 3

# Set up the data.
data = [

{
"cogn": {"iq_raw": 95},
"noncogn": {"locus of control": 3, "grit": 7, "social": 3},

},
{"cogn": {"iq_raw": 105}, "noncogn": {"locus of control": 2, "grit": 5}},
{"cogn": {"iq_raw": 100}, "noncogn": {"locus of control": 7, "grit": 1}},

]

earnings = []
for obs in data:

# Calculate cognitive skill measure.
cogn = obs["cogn"]["iq_raw"]

# Calculate non-cognitive skill measure.
if len(obs["noncogn"]) == 2:

noncogn = 0.5 * (
obs["noncogn"]["locus of control"]
+ obs["noncogn"]["grit"]

)
elif len(obs["noncogn"]) == 3:

noncogn = 1 / 3 * (
obs["noncogn"]["locus of control"]
+ obs["noncogn"]["grit"]
+ obs["noncogn"]["social"]

)
else:

raise ValueError(str(len(obs["noncogn"])))

# Compute the earnings.
earnings.append(

a
* cogn ** gamma_cogn
* noncogn ** gamma_noncogn

)
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# Display the results.
for i, obs in enumerate(data):

print("Annual earnings in Euros, inputs =", obs, ":", earnings[i])
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Functions
• Our code is pretty hard to read now
• In the body of the first for-loop, need to:

– ”Calculate” a measure of cognitive skills
– Calculate a measure of non-cognitive skills, carefully distinguishing

different cases
– Calculate the output of a Cobb-Douglas function

• Hard to see the forest for the trees, despite good comments.

DRY — don’t repeat yourself!

• Whenever you find yourself copying and pasting code, make a function
out of it (at the minimum put it in a loop)

– Else, if you change something in your code you will most certainly
forget to change it in at least one other place

– But remember: A foolish consistency ...
• Design choice:

– Write a function for the Cobb-Douglas technology?
– Or for calculating skills?
– Eventually both, but start with the latter.

Math interlude: Functions
• Definition: A function is a rule for mapping the elements of one set to

elments of another set
– 𝑓 ∶ 𝐴 → 𝐵
– A: domain
– B: range

• Computer science: 𝑥 ∈ 𝐴 called input and 𝑓(𝑥) ∈ 𝐵 is called output

Functions
• Syntax for function definition:

def function_name(argument_1, argument_2, ...):

– Use empty parentheses for functions without arguments
– Same style conventions for function_name} as for variables

• Docstring prescribing what the function should do

– Same rules as for modules
– Same indentation as for conditionals
– Convention: Start on the line after the function definition

• Function body:

– Indented block until function ends
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– return expression is optional,on can occur multiple times
– If return is specified without an argument, or left out, the function

returns None

• Need to define function before it is used

– Just as with variables

• None indicates the absence of any value, evaluates to False in truth value
testing

Code with a function for calculating skills
def calculate_skill(measures):

"""Given a dictionary *measures*, calculate the value of
a skill as the average of its values.its

"""

my_sum = 0.0
for i, m in enumerate(measures.values()):

my_sum += m

return my_sum / i

earnings = []
for obs in data:

# Calculate skill measures.
cogn = calculate_skill(obs["cogn"])
noncogn = calculate_skill(obs["noncogn"])

# Compute the earnings.
earnings.append(

a
* cogn ** gamma_cogn
* noncogn ** gamma_noncogn

)

# Display the results.
for i, obs in enumerate(data):

print("Annual earnings in Euros, inputs =", obs, ":", earnings[i])

Result
Traceback (most recent call last):
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File "earnings.py", line 40, in <module>
cogn = calculate_skill(obs["cogn"])

File "earnings.py", line 34, in calculate_skill
return my_sum / i

ZeroDivisionError: float division by zero

• Indexing starts at zero in Python!!!
• Explicit is better than implicit

Function for calculating skills
def calculate_skill(measures):

"""Given a dictionary *measures*, calculate the value of
a skill as the average of its values.its

"""

my_sum = 0.0
for m in measures.values():

my_sum += m

return my_sum / len(measures)

Re-using functions
• Cobb-Douglas function is not specific to earnings
• What if we wanted to use it for other things? Say, the production of skills

during childhood and adolescence?
• Write it in general form.
• Makes little sense to include it in the ”earnings” module.

Sharing code across modules
• The statement

from other_module import object

puts object from other_module.py into the current namespace

cobb_douglas.py
def cobb_douglas(x1, x2, scale, gamma_1, gamma_2):

"""Return the value of a Cobb-Douglas function with
inputs *x1* and *x2* and technology parameters
*scale*, *gamma_1*, and *gamma_2*.
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"""

out = scale * x1 ** gamma_1 * x2 ** gamma_2

return out

earnings.py
"""Compute the output of a Cobb-Douglas earnings function.

"""

from cobb_douglas import cobb_douglas

def calculate_skill(measures):
"""Given a dictionary *measures*, calculate the value of
a skill as the average of its values.its

"""

my_sum = 0.0
for m in measures.values():

my_sum += m

return my_sum / len(measures)

# Define the parameters of the technology.
a = 0.5
gamma_cogn = 1.3
gamma_noncogn = 3

# Set up the data.
data = [

{
"cogn": {"iq_raw": 95},
"noncogn": {"locus of control": 3, "grit": 7, "social": 3},

},
{"cogn": {"iq_raw": 105}, "noncogn": {"locus of control": 2, "grit": 5}},
{"cogn": {"iq_raw": 100}, "noncogn": {"locus of control": 7, "grit": 1}},

]
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earnings = []
for obs in data:

# Calculate skill measures.
cogn = calculate_skill(obs["cogn"])
noncogn = calculate_skill(obs["noncogn"])

# Compute the earnings.
earnings.append(

cobb_douglas(
x1=cogn,
x2=noncogn,
scale=a,
gamma_1=gamma_cogn,
gamma_2=gamma_noncogn,

)
)

# Display the results.
for i, obs in enumerate(data):

print("Annual earnings in Euros, inputs =", obs, ":", earnings[i])

More on functions
• When you invoke a function, provide arguments by order:

earnings = cobb_douglas(cogn, noncogn, a, gamma_cogn, gamma_noncogn)

• Or provide them by name:

v = cobb_douglas(
x1=cogn,
x2=noncogn,
scale=a,
gamma_1=gamma_cogn,
gamma_2=gamma_noncogn,

)

• Can start with order, continue with names, but not vice-versa

• When provided by name, the order can be arbitrary

More on functions
• Set default values in definition with:
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argument=default_value

• Will be used when no value is supplied for that argument

• E.g. assume CRS if 𝛾2 is not specified:

def cobb_douglas(x1, x2, a, gamma_1, gamma_2=None):
"""Return the value of a Cobb-Douglas function ..."""

if gamma_2 is None:
gamma_2 = 1 - gamma_1

• Functions nest (keep in mind, don’t use much)

A closer look at tracebacks
• Try to use a instead of scale in cobb_douglas.py:

def cobb_douglas(x1, x2, scale, gamma_1, gamma_2):
"""Return the value of a Cobb-Douglas function with
inputs *x1* and *x2* and technology parameters
*scale*, *gamma_1*, and *gamma_2*.

"""

out = a * x1 ** gamma_1 * x2 ** gamma_2

return out

• Result:

Traceback (most recent call last):
File "earnings.py", line 49, in <module>
cobb_douglas(

File "cobb_douglas.py", line 8, in cobb_douglas
out = a * x1 ** gamma_1 * x2 ** gamma_2

NameError: name 'a' is not defined

Namespaces
• Objects (variables, functions) assigned within a function are called local

to this function
– You cannot reference (see) them outside the function

• A function has access to objects defined at ”higher” levels
– Those defined in the enclosing scope and built-ins
– Those objects are called globals
– You can also declare global variables in a function, useful in a very

limited number of cases
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• Resolve names from inside out — the LEGB rule

The LEGB rule (Lutz, 2007, p. 313)

A closer look at tracebacks
• So would this work if the function definition was inside earnings.py in-

stead of cobb_douglas.py ?

def cobb_douglas(x1, x2, scale, gamma_1, gamma_2):
"""Return the value of a Cobb-Douglas function with
inputs *x1* and *x2* and technology parameters
*scale*, *gamma_1*, and *gamma_2*.

"""

out = a * x1 ** gamma_1 * x2 ** gamma_2

return out

Which modules does Python know about?
• The search path always includes the directory where the current module

lives

• The path attribute of the built-in module sys has the full search path:

>>> import sys
>>> for item in sys.path:
... print(item)
...
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/home/[...]/lib/python37.zip
/home/[...]/lib/python3.7
/home/[...]/lib/python3.7/lib-dynload
/home/[...]/lib/python3.7/site-packages

Which modules does Python know about?
• System-wide additions are put in site-packages directory

• Packages are a structured way of storing modules in a hierarchical struc-
ture. Usage:

from scipy.optimize import newton

• See the internals later in the course

Different import syntaxes
• What if we want to have access to all 500+ objects provided by NumPy?

• Shortcut is:

from numpy import *

• But how would we ever find our own variables?

• And what if we wanted to define an object unique which exists in NumPy?
(or did so accidentally)

Different import syntaxes
• Solution:

import other_module

• Then access objects defined in other_module by:

other_module.object

• Terminology: object is an attribute of other_module

• After import matplotlib, you would have to type those 10 characters all
the time

• You can only access it by typing mpl after import as:

import matplotlib as mpl
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Review of concepts
• Variables
• Style guide / coding conventions
• Comments and docstrings
• Lists and dictionaries
• Control flow and indentation

– If-statements
– Loops

• Functions
• Namespaces, modules, and imports

Further material
• Official Python tutorial / documentation

– http://docs.python.org/3/
• Accessible introduction for doing useful non-science stuff with Python

– Sweigart (2015)
• Interactive Python book

– http://interactivepython.org/runestone/static/thinkcspy/index.h
tml

• Software Carpentry Python intro
– https://swcarpentry.github.io/python-novice-inflammation/
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License for the course material
• [Links to the full legal text and the source text for this page.] You are

free:
– to Share to copy, distribute and transmit the work
– to Remix to adapt the work

Under the following conditions:

• Attribution You must attribute the work in the manner speci-
fied by the author or licensor (but not in any way that suggests
that they endorse you or your use of the work).

With the understanding that:

• Waiver Any of the above condition scan be waived if you get
permission from the copyright holder.

• Public Domain Where the work or any of its elements in the
public domain under applicable law, that status is in no way
affected by the license.

• Other Rights In no way are any of the following rights affected
by the license:

– Your fair dealing or fair use rights, or other applicable copy-
right exceptions and limitations;

– The author’s moral rights;
– Rights other persons may have either in the work itself or

in how the work is used, such as publicity or privacy rights.

Notice For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license
terms of this work. The best way to do this is with a link to this web page.
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